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Eborcraft’s Abbey range of desking, meeting 

tables and storage offers classic, modular furniture 

so versatile it can cater for entire office systems 

or individual desking requirements.  

All manufactured in a choice of real wood 

veneers, the Abbey range makes the beauty of 

natural wood furniture accessible for the whole 

office and enables desking areas to be 	

co-ordinated with functional storage solutions 

in matching veneer finishes.

Modular Abbey workstations and desks offer a 

variety of different combinations and configurations 

to make effective use of floor space in both open 

plan offices and call centre environments.  

The stylish line of the wave desk provides a 

comfortable working area using a simple, 

streamlined shape and a contemporary cantilever 

base to increase the appearance of space.
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Oak

Ash

Desk-end semi-circular tables 

and desk-high pedestals provide 

additional top space and 

practical meeting points, while 

a choice of three or four 

drawer under-desk pedestals 

offer personal storage.

For a more classic appearance, the slab end workstation 

combines quality with elegance. Fixed wave extensions 

and quadrant bookcases illustrate the modular options 

that can be incorporated to create additional space and 

an individual look.

Core workstations easily facilitate team 

working and allow configurations of up to five 

desks to suit high density VDU applications.



The Abbey Conference range offers 

distinctive, flexible solutions for 

conference, meeting and training areas. 

Meeting tables are available in a variety 

of different sizes to seat between four 

and twelve people, with a range of top 

shapes and a choice of leg styles.

Steamed Beech
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Filing cabinets in a choice of two 

drawer, three drawer or four drawer, 

together with side filer units, offer 

co-ordinated local file storage.

Hinged door storage, coupled with a sliding 

glass door bookcase, combines practical 

storage with a professional 

display area, ideal for 

managerial offices and 

executive areas.

Ash

Cherry Shade 3

Lateral storage makes 

excellent use of floor 

space, providing high 

volume storage within 

an impressive piece of 

furniture. Hinged door 

and tambour fronted 

options allow shelves, 

hanging rails and filing 

frames to be attractively 

concealed with contents 

securely locked away.
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Oak
Maple

For a more versatile area, modular 

tables are offered with rectangular, 

semi-circular, trapezoidal or 90O 

annular tops enabling furniture to be 

easily combined, forming an endless 

number of configurations.

Cherry Shade 3

Oak

The modular design allows companies to respond quickly to 

their changing needs and seating requirements, while the 

standard 30mm thick tops and real wood veneers maintain 

a professional and co-ordinated appearance in any arrangement.



Adding a desk-end teardrop table creates a more versatile 

managerial desk that offers extended working space and 

a convenient area for small or informal meetings.  The 

chrome cantilever supports, together with the linked table 

and the sweeping bow front of the desk, have an imposing 

quality that makes this configuration unmistakably managerial.

A simple, rectangular slab end table can be easily 

adapted for executive and managerial offices by adding 

a slab end extension to create a more imposing desk 

that offers additional space and prestige.

Combining a slab end wave desk with a 

wave fixed extension provides a stylish 

alternative to more traditionally shaped 

managerial desks whilst still achieving a 

professional, attractive appearance.

Maple

Walnut

Cherry Shade 3



Steamed Beech

Sapele Shade 3

Oak

Cherry Shade 3

Ash

Maple

Walnut

Furniture can be moved around the room, veneer 

choices and other options can be viewed and the 

whole room plan can be rotated 360 degrees, helping 

you to visualise your new Abbey office from every 

angle before you even place an order.

Using an innovative programme from software designers 

Somnia, we can provide detailed three-dimensional room 

layouts using your office dimensions and furniture from the 

Abbey range.  All the Abbey furniture has been digitally 

created in every top shape, base option and veneer choice 

which can be quickly inserted into a room plan to show 

the many different co-

ordinated choices of 

tables, workstations and 

storage solutions.
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See separate price list for dimensions and specifications.  We reserve the right to alter specifications 
without prior notice.  E & OE.  Colours shown are as accurate as the printing process will allow. 
We recommend that you ask your retailer for a veneer sample prior to order.

www.eborcraft.co.uktel  01904 481020 fax  01904 481022 sales@eborcraft.co.uk

Eborcraft Ltd, Chessingham Park, Dunnington, York YO19 5SE

Oak


